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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on fillers used by lecturer and students in EFL Classroom Interaction. Therefore, the study was aimed to investigate the types and frequency of the lecturer and the students’ fillers and the functions of fillers in EFL Classroom Interaction. To gain the data, the writer employed a qualitative case study and the data were obtained through the observation. Then, the data from the observations were analyzed by transcribing the whole of the utterances that contained fillers to find out the types, frequency and functions of fillers. The writer described the data of the observation qualitatively. In the present study, the writer proposed two research questions: (1) Which types of lexicalized and unlexicalized fillers will be used and how often do the lecturer and the students use both fillers in EFL Classroom Interaction? (2) What are the functions of lexicalized and unlexicalized fillers used by the lecturer and the students in EFL Classroom Interaction? In responding to the first research questions, the writer found that the lecturer and the students used filler in their utterances, the fillers found were both lexicalized and unlexicalized fillers. The lecturer used 504 fillers, while the students used 65 fillers. Furthermore, the result of second research question also found. The highest percentage of the fillers’ function of the lecturer and the students reached the same range used as a mark hesitation: (28.91%) for the lecturer and (77.5%) for the students.
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INTRODUCTION

Fillers and other phenomenon of spoken interaction such as have been dealt with in discourse analysis, a primarily branch of linguistics study examining the use of language by its native population whose major concern in investigating language function along with its forms, produced both orally and in writing. Moreover, identification of linguistics qualities of various genres, vital to their recognition and interpretation, together with cultural and social aspects that support its comprehension, is the domain of discourse analysis.

In spoken interaction, people often produce or say “ee”..., “err”..., “ehm”..., or “well”, “you know”, “I mean”, “kind of”, and other similar expressions. According to Baalen (2001, p. 7), these kinds of utterances are called fillers. He defined fillers as sounds or words or phrases they can appear anywhere in the utterance and that can be deleted from the utterance without a change in content. On the other simple words, Yule (2006, p. 242) identified fillers as a break in the flow of speech.

Previously, there are some researchers who have conducted their studies related to the present topic. Those previous studies are dealing with the use of fillers, yet they are in the different field. The first previous study is from Erten (2013) who emphasizes a study about the importance of teaching fillers to students of ESL/EFL classroom in International Journal of Teaching and Education of Turkey. The second study is from Santos, Alarcon and Pablo and Hubackova (2015) who present about the finding that focus on teaching fillers in FL classrooms of different teaching context and various FL classes in Article Journal of Mexico. Finally, Navratilova (2015) carries out a study at find out types and function of fillers used by male and female students of the English Education Program in Argumentative Talks in Journal of Linguistics and Language Teaching of Indonesian.

Despite all those previous studies, the writer is interested in exploring the fillers are used by lecturers and students in EFL classroom interaction. Henceforth, considering to endure the previous studies, the writer conducts this study in different point of view related to the fillers in discourse marker field. However, the analysis of this certain topic is highlighted to the types of lexicalized and unlexicalized fillers are used by lecturer and students in classroom interaction and functions of lexicalized and unlexicalized fillers used by lecturer and students.

The present study is also supported by its literature review as its theoretical foundation. The review of related literature deals with discourse markers, fillers and classroom interaction.

Discourse Markers

The first theory used by the writer is Discourse Marker. The study of Discourse markers are rooted in discourse analysis. It popularities has increased within the last two decades. A lot of studies have been conducted to see whether discourse markers contribute to pragmatics and communicative competence, and if they do, in what ways. In fact, the popularity of the topic to do research on discourse markers has even created fuzziness in terminology (Aşık, 2012, p. 16), discourse markers are words and phrases used to mark boundaries in conversation between topic and the next. Carter and McCarthy, (1997, p.13) they could be words or phrases such as “right”, “OK”, “I see”, “I mean”, “you know”, “like”, etc, and help the speakers in a conversation negotiate their way of thinking.
Fillers

According to Stenström (1994, p. 222), filler is lexically empty item with uncertain discourse functions, except to fill a conversational gap. It means that fillers commonly occur to mark hesitation or to hold control of a conversation, while the speaker thinks what to say next. In Indonesian, fillers are called “Jeda terisi”. Kridalaksana (1993, p. 88) defines “Jeda Terisi” as “Keragu-raguan dalam wacana spontan yang diisi sebagian atau seluruhnya oleh bunyi/ungkapan seperti “e”, “apa itu”,dan sebagainya” (The hesitation in the spontaneous speech that is filled partly or fully by the sounds or expressions, such as “e”, “apa itu”, etc). Moreover, fillers can be said to reflect how the speakers structure a message, where they hesitate, where they prepare semantic-syntactic chunk, and where they manage to breathe. As Stenström (1994) stated, “pauses can be said to mark off performance unit, ie the strings of words that we manage to process in one go” (p.7). Fillers also describe discourse markers speakers use when they think and/or hesitate during their speech.

Classroom Interaction

According to Richards, Platt & Platt, (1992), Classroom interaction as the patterns of verbal and non-verbal communication and the types of social relationships which occur within classrooms. The study of classroom interaction may be a part of studies of Classroom Discourse, Teacher Talk and Second Language Acquisition. Studies of the classroom, both primary and secondary, have shown that the language used by the teacher affects the language produced by the learners, the interaction generated and hence the kind of learning that takes place. Classroom language and interaction are even more important because language is the subject of study as well as the medium for learning. When students listen to the teacher’s instructions and explanations, when they express their views, answer questions and carry out tasks and activities, they are not only learning about the language but also putting to use the language that they are learning.

METHOD

In the study, the writer applied qualitative research design. Case study is also designed to bring out the details from the viewpoint of the participants by using multiple sources of data. According to Creswell (2014, p. 43) case studies are a design of inquiry found in many fields, especially evaluation, in which the researcher develops an in-depth analysis of a case, often a program, event, activity, process, or one or more individuals. In this study, the writer took one lecturer who was teaching Reading for Specific Purposes course in EFL classroom on English department at a private college in Ciamis. Meanwhile for the student’s participants there were 22 students which consist of 9 male and 13 female students inside at the first semester of the 2017-2018 education years.

In collecting the data, the writer used non-participant observation technique. In a non-participant observation study, the writer was not a participant in the activity observed but, rather “sit on the sidelines” and watch; they are not directly involved in the situation they are observing (Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 2012, p. 446). Then, to collect the data the study used observation as the instrument. According to Creswell (2014, p. 239), a qualitative observation is when the researcher takes field notes on the behavior and activities of individuals at the research site. In these field notes, the researcher records, in
an unstructured or semistructured way (using some prior questions that the inquirer wants to know), activities at the research site.

For performing the analysis and finding the answers of the research questions, the writer might use these following steps: to identify Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers used by the lecturer and the students the writer grouped the fillers based on the theory about the types of fillers from Rose (1998), that is, unlexicalized (UF) and lexicalized (LF). In analyzing the data, the writer also provided a translation of the fillers from Indonesian to English. The writer made two tables in order to differentiate the data of fillers production from the lecturer and the students. Then, the writer counted the number of fillers in each type of fillers.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section discusses the data finding from classroom observation. Each phase of discussion is devoted to discover the answer to the research questions.

Types of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized Fillers Used by The Lecturer and The Students in EFL Classroom Interaction

The writer found many fillers used by the lecturer and students in the classroom interaction. It was found some utterances that contained Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers during the process of teaching and learning in the EFL classroom interaction on the Reading for Specific Purposes course. Therefore, the details of finding about the types and the frequency of fillers occurrences could be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Frequency of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers used by the lecturer and the students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Frequency of Occurrences (LF)</th>
<th>Frequency of Occurrences (UF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>96.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table above, it could be seen that the lecturer mostly used Lexicalized Fillers while she was doing an interaction in the classroom. It was clearly shown that 96.84% or 460 fillers were used by the lecturer in the classroom interaction. Meanwhile the students mostly used Unlexicalized Fillers as shown on the table above that 53.19% or 50 fillers were used by the students.

Furthermore, the percentage of each type of fillers can be seen in the following table 2 below. It would be explained each type of the lexicalized and unlexicalized fillers in the utterances of the lecturer when did interaction with the students.

Table 2: Types of fillers and its frequency produced by the lecturer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Fillers</th>
<th>Fillers</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicalized</td>
<td>Ok</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The percentage of each type of fillers can be seen in Table 2. The following parts would explain each type of the lexicalized fillers in the utterances of the students when did interaction in the classroom.

Table 3: Types of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers and its frequency produced by the students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Fillers</th>
<th>Fillers</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicalized</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ya</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yah</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Like</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlexicalized</td>
<td>Ee</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ehmm</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were several similarities between the types of fillers used by the lecturer and the students. Firstly, both of them produced the Lexicalized fillers [ya], [yes], [yah], [right], [like], although the frequencies of using those fillers were dominant produced by the first lecturer. Also, both the lecturer and the students produced the Unlexicalized fillers [ee] and [ehm]. Secondly, the lecturer produced more lexicalized fillers than the unlexicalized fillers, while the students produced more unlexicalized fillers than the lexicalized one.

The Function of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers used by the lecturer and the students in EFL Classroom Interaction

In this research, the writer summarized five functions of the fillers in the spoken interaction mainly based on the theories of Stenström (1994), those are, fillers function as a hold to the turn, as a mark of hesitation, empathizers, time-creating devices, and editing term. In the production of fillers by the lecturer, it was shown that all those functions of fillers were used, but they were different in proportion. The lecturer tended to produce more fillers as mark of hesitation (28.91%). That percentage of the fillers was followed by fillers as empathizers (25.30%), fillers as time-creating devices (24.9%), and fillers that functioned for holding the turn (14.45%). The least percentage on the function of fillers produced by the lecturer was fillers as an editing term (7.22%). The types of fillers produced by the students also had several functions. In this part, the writer would like to
analyze each type of the fillers occurred in the conversation of the students and define its function/s. In the transcribing data of the lecturer and students on the part of students’ conversation, the writer found that the fillers could be defined in five functions based on the Stenström’s (1994) theory about the functions of fillers. Similar with the lecturers’ one, the highest percentage on the functions of fillers produced by the students was as a mark of hesitation (77.5%). While the second highest percentage of the fillers produced by the lecturer functioned as empathizers (15%), it was functioned as time-creating devices (5%) in the students’. Then, the number was followed by fillers functioned to hold the turn (2.5%), and fillers functioned as an editing term (2.5%).

The findings above are based on the problems statement that are presented by the writer. The analysis of fillers was conducted to find out the purposes of this study that is to investigate the types of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers and its frequency and to find out the function of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers used by the lecturer and the students in the classroom interaction. From the findings, the writer infers several points. First of all, it could be seen that based on the first research question, the writer found that both of types fillers were used by the lecturer and the students. It was Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers. Moreover, most of the types of fillers produced by the lecturer and the students were almost similar.

Secondly, to answer the first research question, the writer analyzed the types of fillers used by the lecturer and the students by transcribing the whole of the conversations when they did the interaction in the classroom. The result showed there were 569 fillers found from the 368 utterances in the conversation among the lecturer and the students. A number of fillers found in the lecturer’s utterance were 504 fillers which consisted of 460 for lexicalized fillers and 44 for unlexicalized fillers. Meanwhile, in the students’ utterances were also found 65 fillers, which consist of 15 for lexicalized fillers and 50 for unlexicalized fillers.

Thirdly, to answer the second research question, the writer analyzed the function of fillers used by the lecturer and the students in the classroom interaction. From the analysis had been found, the result showed that there were five functions of fillers based on the theory of Stenstrom (1994), such as fillers used to hold the turn, fillers used as a mark hesitation, fillers used as empathizers, fillers used as time-creating devices and fillers used as editing term. The highest percentage of the fillers’ function used by the lecturer was fillers as a mark hesitation (28.91%), followed by fillers asfillers as empathizers (25.30%), fillers as time-creating devices (24.9%), and fillers that functioned for holding the turn (14.45%), the least percentage on the function of fillers was fillers as an editing term (7.22%). Meanwhile, for the students found (77.5%) fillers used as a mark of hesitation as the highest percentage, fillers was functioned as empathizers (15%), then followed by fillers functioned as time-creating devices (5%), fillers functioned to hold the turn (2.5%), and fillers functioned as an editing term (2.5%).

The result of this study has difference with the previous study. Some previous studies had analyzed about fillers, however the writer tried to analyze with the different purposes in identifying the data with previous studies. The first previous study which conducted by Erten (2013) entitled “Teaching Fillers and Student’s filler usage : A Study Conducted at ESOGU Preparation School”, the second previous study by Santos, Alarcon and Pablo and Hubackova (2015). They designed a research entitled “Fillers and the Development of Oral Strategic Competence in Foreign Language Learning”, and the last previous study by Navratilova (2015) entitled “Fillers Used by Male and Female Students of English Education Study Program in Argumentative talks”. From those previous studies, they have not taken the detail description of types of fillers used and explained the
function of fillers in depth. Thus, in this present study, the writer analyzed and explored more detail about the types and the function of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers used by the lecturer and the students in the classroom interaction based on the theory of Rose (1998) and Stenstrom (1994).

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

In conclusion, this study investigated the types of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers and the function of Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers used by the lecturer and the students in EFL classroom interaction. There was found that both of types fillers were used by the lecturer and the students in classroom interaction.

In responding to the first research questions, the writer found that the lecturer used filler in her utterances, the fillers found based on the theory from Rose (1998) were Lexicalized and Unlexicalized fillers, also it was found in the students utterances. The lecturer used 504 fillers in her utterances, while the students used 65 fillers in their utterances. However, there were differences among the lecturer and the students, the lecturer mostly used Lexicalized fillers than Unlexicalized one, while the students used mostly the Unlexicalized one.

Furthermore, the result of second research question also found. The writer used the theory on the functions of fillers from Stenstrom (1994), such as fillers used to hold the turn, fillers used as a mark hesitation, fillers used as empathizers, fillers used as time-creating devices and fillers used as editing term. The highest percentage of the fillers’ function of the lecturer and the students were same that was fillers used as a mark hesitation (28.91%) for the lecturer and (77.5). Meanwhile the lowest percentage of the fillers’ found fillers as an editing term (7.22) for the lecturer and (2.5) for the students. The whole of the results had answered both of the research questions.

However, this study has an obvious limitations. The writer did not investigate or find out the reasons why the lecturer and the students use fillers in their utterance in classroom interaction. Whereas, the investigation would be helpful for the writer to know the lecturer’s and the students’ reasons in the use of fillers when they are doing the interactin in the classroom. Based on the limitations of the presents research that did not investigate the lecturer’s and the students’ reasons of using fillers in the classroom interaction. Besides, the study was only concerned within the scope of college. Thus, the writer expect that it is necessary to conduct the study for further researchers in other level of education in order to gain the more specific result relating to the reason of using fillers.
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